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Introduction 

 

The Lisbon meeting of the European Council in 2000 marks a decisive moment for the European 

Union (EU) in proclaiming its aspiration through “a new strategic goal for the next decade: to become the 

most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic 

growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion.”1 The goal expresses the EU concern in 

securing its economic, social and political position in the world through the support of a strong European 

knowledge-based economy.  

National education and training policies were not left without consequences after the Lisbon goal. 

“In the post Lisbon phase, national education and training policies are being influenced as never before 

by EU policy-making process and agenda setting.”2 The Lisbon objectives to participate in reducing the 

unemployment rate and contribute to the rise of a dynamic knowledge-based economy drew new 

requirements for national education and training systems and, consequently, have later influenced what 

is considered quality in education and training.    

Five years after the Lisbon Council, Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the 

European Higher Education Area 3(hereafter S&G), a report drafted by the European Association for 

Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) positions its recommendations on quality in the same 

context of the Lisbon strategy mentioning that “if Europe is to achieve its aspirations to be the most 

dynamic and knowledge-based economy in the world, then European higher education will need to 

demonstrate that it takes the quality of its programmes and awards seriously and is willing to put into 

place the means of assuring and demonstrating that quality.” 4  

If quality is context bound and the Lisbon Strategy explicitly defines the context where S&G was 

drafted, the aim of this paper is to inquire to what extent the Lisbon Strategy requirements for education 

and training are reflected by what S&G defines quality in higher education. More specific, the research 

question of the present paper can be formulated as: How do the quality requirements for higher 

education in S&G contribute to the achievement of the Lisbon Strategy goal?  

In order to provide an answer to the research question, this paper is structured in five sections. 

The first section, The Lisbon Strategy will delineate and discuss the Lisbon objectives, as they follow from 

the Presidency Conclusions, Lisbon European Council, 23rd-24th March 2000 and their implications for 

higher education. The second section, Quality in higher education, is situated at the theoretical level, 

                                                           
1
 Lisbon European Council, 23 and 24 March, 2000, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm,  

13th December, 2011, 17:00 
2
 Millana, M. (2009). The post-Lisbon discourse on skills mismatches and competence upgrading. In Holmarsdottir, H., Nordic 

Voices: Teaching and Researching Comparative and International Education in the Nordic Countries (pp9-24). Rotterdam: Sense 
Publisher 
3 European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (2005) Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the 
European Higher Education Area, Helsinki, http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso, 13th December, 2011 
4
 EAQHE, op.cit. p10 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm
http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso
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aiming to define the concept of “quality” and identify the approach to quality that will be used for S&G 

analysis. Based on the findings of the first section and using the theoretical framework discussed in the 

second section, The contribution of Standards and Guidelines to the Lisbon goal provides an analysis of 

the S&G report to identify to what extend the quality requirements within the report support the goal 

stated in the Lisbon Strategy. The paper closes with Conclusion and Broader perspectives.   

 

 

The Lisbon Strategy 

 

The Lisbon Strategy was adopted in March 2000 when the European Council held a special 

meeting in Lisbon to agree a new strategic goal for the European Union (EU). The goal of the Lisbon 

Council for the next decade, “to become the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in 

the world”, came in a context when the EU was confronting with “a quantum shift resulting from the 

globalization and the challenges of a new knowledge economy” which required a rapid adaptation of the 

EU economy to the new demands. In order to achieve the Lisbon aspiration, the Presidency Conclusion 

formulated an overall strategy identifying several strategic lines to pave the way towards the ambitious 

goal. Several of these interfere with education area and shoulder new responsibilities on education in 

order to support the defined goal: employability, students’ and teachers’ mobility, education contribution 

to the knowledge-based economy, access to education, establishing a European Area of Research and 

Innovation and target groups. Each of these strategic lines will be discussed in this section, stressing 

their relevance and their implications for education.  

 

Employability 

 

According to the Lisbon Strategy, by 2010, the EU had to raise employment from 61% to 70% and 

increase the number of employed women from 51% to 60%. The Strategy shows that “Europe's 

education and training systems need to adapt both to the demands of the knowledge society and to the 

need for an improved level and quality of employment.”1 First, the contribution of education for the 

improvement of employment consists in reducing the mismatches between the skills required by the 

available jobs on the labour market and the existent skills that can be mobilized to occupy these jobs. 

Second, education has the responsibility to prepare the unemployed to fill in the existent gaps and devote 

itself to “increasing employment in services” which require an increasing number of high-skilled people. 

Hence, education has to stay connected with the labour market, respond to its need and, moreover, 

                                                           
1
 Lisbon European Council, 23 and 24 March, 2000, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm,  

13th December, 2011, 17:00. 
 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm
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prepare graduates based on the anticipation of the employability trends. The collaboration between 

lifelong learning and social partners is also recommended as a means of maintaining formal and non-

formal learning in contact with the stakeholders of education and training.  

 

Mobility 

 

Reducing the skills gap also entails individuals’ mobility, their flexibility and openness to move in the 

European zone where the vacant jobs are. But, in the Lisbon strategy, mobility refers not only to 

employees, but also to students and teachers and it aims to “define the means for fostering mobility of 

students, teachers, and research staff both by making the best use of existing Community programmes 

(Socrates, Leonardo, Youth) by removing obstacles and through greater transparency in the recognition 

of qualification and periods of study and training.”1 The tuning of qualification and periods of study and 

training, plus the requirements of transparency point towards the necessity to harmonize the study 

period in different education systems, and to make possible the equivalence of obtained qualification for 

exchange students of for students enrolled in education/training programmes abroad.     

  

Knowledge-based economy 

 

In a competitive knowledge-based economy, citizens are expected to have the competences to use the 

knowledge available through various technologies: “every citizen must be equipped with the skills needed 

to live and work in this new information society.”2 In order to assure the preparation of skills required by 

the knowledge-based economy and generate the human capital that is able to lead EU towards “a 

dynamic knowledge-based economy”3, education must provide access to internet and multimedia 

resources in schools and ensure an academic staff that is skillful in the use of the internet and multimedia 

resources. In this regard, education becomes a promoter of digital competences, a space where learners 

can access and create innovative knowledge through new technologies.  

 

Access to knowledge 

 

The transformation towards knowledge-based economy brings with it a tremendous risk: to enlarge the 

social gap between those who have access to knowledge and can adapt to the labour market 

requirements and those who do not have access to knowledge, therefore neither to jobs and become 

extremely exposed to social exclusion. “To avoid this risk and maximize this new potential, efforts must 

                                                           
1
 Idem.  

2
 Idem.  

3
 Idem. 
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be made to improve skills, promote wider access to knowledge and opportunity and fight 

unemployment.” 1 Access to knowledge stresses the essential contribution of education to social 

cohesion: an inclusive education that offers education for all generates more qualified people pushing 

away the disadvantaged groups from the risk of being unemployed.  The strategy considers employment 

as “the best safeguard against social exclusion”2 which emphasizes once more the crucial importance of 

employment in the Strategy, but it also reflects that the link between social cohesion and education is 

built through economic basis, using employment as a tool to bridge the social disparities.  

 

European Area of Research and Innovation 

 

Establishing a European Area of Research and Innovation represents an objective of the EU due to the 

significant role that research and innovation play in generating economic growth and employment. For 

education institutions, this objective is translated into the requirement to contribute to the creation of the 

trans-European network for electronic scientific communication “linking research institutions and 

universities, as well as scientific libraries, scientific centers and, progressively, school.”3 Moreover, it 

involves mobility of the researchers in the European Area and higher education institutions commitment 

to retain high-quality research talent within the European borders.  

 

Tailored learning opportunities 

 

As opposed to the above presented strategic lines that are mentioned explicitly in the Lisbon Strategy, 

the new approach for education and training as providing tailored learning opportunities is revealed 

implicitly in the Presidency Conclusions. Based on the principle of access to knowledge for all, learning 

and training is open to diverse target groups at different ages but making sure that the learning services 

provided are tailored-made for the needs of each target group:  

  

“They [education and training systems] will have to offer learning and training opportunities tailored to 
target groups at different stages of their lives: young people, unemployed adults and those in 

employment who are at risk of seeing their skills overtaken by rapid change. This new approach should 

have three main components: the development of local learning centres, the promotion of new basic 
skills, in particular in the information technologies, and increased transparency of qualifications.”4 

 
So, education and training has to address the wide range of target groups using the most appropriate 

methods and responding to the target group specific needs. Moreover, they are deemed to establish 

                                                           
1
 Idem. 

2
 Idem.  

3
 Lisbon European Council, 23 and 24 March, 2000, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm, 13th December, 

2011, 17:00 
4
 Idem. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm
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learning partnerships “schools, training centres, firms and research facilities for their mutual benefit.”1 In 

this regard, it can be affirmed that, in “the new approach” of the Lisbon Strategy, education and training 

institutions become more learner-oriented and better prepared to collaborate with other institutions in the 

field of learning for their mutual benefit.    

 

Concluding the findings of this section, according to the Lisbon Strategy, “Europe's education and training 

systems need to adapt both to the demands of the knowledge society and to the need for an improved 

level and quality of employment.”2 Increasing the employment rate and transform the EU economy in 

“the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world”3 are revealed to be the 

fundamental goal of the EU while the other strategic lines that were mentioned (students’ and teachers’ 

mobility, access to education for all, establishing a European Area of Research and Innovation or the new 

approach to tailored-learning opportunities for learners) bring their contribution in supporting this goal.    

 

 

Quality in higher education 

 

In the introduction has been already mentioned the research question of this paper which 

contains “quality” as a key concept. In order to analyze S&G contribution to the achievement of the 

Lisbon Strategy goal, it is necessary to define the standpoint, the approach from which quality 

requirements will be analyzed in the document to discuss to what extend these requirements contribute 

to the achievement of the Lisbon goal. Therefore, the aim of this section is to define quality in higher 

education and draw the analytical framework necessary to address the research question through the 

analysis of S&G. 

The concern for quality in higher education is not new as quality is in its essence something 

desirable, something one (individual or institution) would look for. But the difficulty of reaching a 

consensus of the concept of quality in higher education is related, based on Vroeijenstijn (2011)4, to the 

identification of “the product” and of “the client”: 

  

“Is the “graduate” the “product” that we offer society and the labour market? Or is the graduate-
to-be, the student, our “client” and the program that we offer the “product”? We can only say 

that a university has a multiple product system and a multi-client system.”5   
 

                                                           
1
 Idem. 

2
 Idem. 

3
 Idem. 

4
 Vroeijenstijn, T. (2011), How to discover and to assure the quality of my institution, Module in the framework of the training of 

university managers, draft from the author, to be published March 2012, p1 
5
 Vroeijenstijn, T.op.cit, p3 
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The stakeholders of higher education, as they were identified by Vroeijenstijn are the 

government and the state, employers, academic world, students, parents, and society at large1 and each 

of them will have different ideas about what is quality and what is not. For different people, for different 

stakeholders quality in higher education will mean different things.  

In the evolution of higher education, Lee Harvey, researcher and consultant in QA in HE, 

describes five key definitions of quality from which emerge five different approaches to quality2: quality 

as exceptional or as excellence, quality as perfection or consistency, quality as value for money, quality 

as transformation and quality as fitness for/of purpose.  

Quality as exceptional is “the traditional concept linked to the idea of excellence, usually 

operationalized as exceptionally high standards of academic achievement. Quality is achieved if the 

standards are surpassed.”3 Although it is easy to assume that each higher education institution wants to 

provide quality, not all of them can be excellent. Moreover, the question regarding the product 

(excellence for which product?) and the stakeholders (excellence for who?) persist and remain 

unanswered in quality as exceptional. 

Quality as consistency “focuses on process and sets specifications that it aims to meet. Quality in 

this sense is summed up by the interrelated ideas of zero defects and getting things right first time4.” 

HEIs deal in their daily tasks with administrative procedures, student grading, research assessment or 

information system where quality as consistency may be useful. However, Harvey shows that there is no 

aim in education to produce identical graduates or research outcomes and hence, quality as consistency 

has little applicability for higher education institutions.  

Quality as value for money uses the return on investment in order to assess quality in education. 

Based on the Woodhouse5 criticism of this approach, in quality as value for money, the question about 

quality remains unsolved when the costs for education are the same. Then quality should refer to the 

process which most likely will not be identical and consequently, new words to describe the quality of 

these different characteristics will be needed.6 Hence, quality as value for money does not really tackle 

the definition of quality, but it is rather a circular explanation of it.     

Quality as transformation “sees quality as a process of change, which in higher education adds 

value to students through their learning experience. Education is not a service for a customer but an on-

                                                           
1
 Idem. 

2
 Harvey, L. (2006) Understanding Quality in EUA Bologna Handbook, Making Bologna Work, Berlin: Dr.Josef Raabe Verlags-GmbH 

3
 Idem. 

4
 Idem. 

5
 Dr David Woodhouse, Executive Director of the Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA), according to http://www.hi-

edumad.es/es/component/content/article/87, 26
th

 December, 2011, 17:50 
6
 Woodhouse, (2006) D. Quality=Fitness for Purpose, APQN, Shanghai, 

http://119.226.37.130/0644010101/topics_all/doc/Woodhouse_2006_Quality.pdf, 26
th

 December, 2011, 17:00, p3 

http://www.hi-edumad.es/es/component/content/article/87
http://www.hi-edumad.es/es/component/content/article/87
http://119.226.37.130/0644010101/topics_all/doc/Woodhouse_2006_Quality.pdf
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going process of transformation of the participant.”1 Education is a process, and, as any process, 

obviously will have transformation as a goal. However, Woodhouse shows that quality in itself cannot be 

reduced to transformation, because quality also has to do with aspects like how well or how much was 

transformed which turns us back to what is quality2.  

Fitness for purpose “judges quality by the extent to which a product or service meets its stated 

purpose.”3 So, within this definition, higher education institutions are recognized as autonomous, being 

able to define their own purpose and show the procedures through which they want to achieve their 

purpose. According to Harvey, fitness for purpose has as a complementary approach quality as “fitness of 

purpose” that “evaluates whether the quality-related intensions of an organization are adequate. It 

provides a check on fitness for purpose.”4 But, Woodhouse makes a valid point in affirming that that 

fitness of purpose is actually incorporated in fitness for purpose and does not represent a complementary 

approach: 

 
“In determining what is worthwhile, academic standards, employer demands, student aspirations, 

societal expectations and government exactions need to be taken into account in varying 
degrees, so there are many valid interpretations of ‘worthwhile’. Also, this interpretation allows 

that the ‘purpose’ is not just what is set by the institution itself, but also by external stakeholders. 
In this way, the FFP interpretation also incorporates the fitness OF purpose intent.”5   

 

Both quality as transformation and quality as fitness for purpose have been given the role of 

organizing principle for all the other approaches. On one hand, Harvey and Knight (1996)6 argued that 

quality as transformation is the meta-approach that encompasses all the others definition of quality and 

transform them into partial indicators for the transformation process. On the other hand, Woodhouse 

argues that fitness for purpose is more than ‘one definition among many’ because it encompasses all the 

others as the following quote shows: “If you set out to do something exceptional, then Q=FFP7 aligns 

quality with being exceptional; set out to transform students and Q=FFP becomes quality as 

transformation; set out to add value, and Q=FFP becomes quality as value-added.” 8  

  Applying Wodehouse’s definition of quality has several advantages: first, it brings the purpose 

of each institution in the forefront of the definition which steers universities to clearly state their value; 

second, this definition offers higher education institutions the maneuver space to choose the stakeholders 

they address through their services instead of trying to be “all things for all people;” and third, for its 

                                                           
1
 Idem. 

2
 Woodhouse, op.cit, p2 

3
 Harvey, op.cit, p6 

4
 Idem. 

5
 Woodouse, op.cit, p4 

6
 Harvey, L. and Knight.P, 1996, Transforming Higher Education. Buckingham: Open University Press and Society for Research into 

Higher Education.  
7
 Quality = Fitness for Purpose 

8
 Woodhouse, (2006) D. Quality=Fitness for Purpose, APQN, Shanghai, p6 
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capacity to encompass other definitions of quality, as the above quote from Woodhouse illustrates it. 

However, the disadvantage is that it shifts the problem from defining quality to defining purpose, point 

raised by Vroeijenstijn in How to discover and to assure the quality of my institution? as follows: 

 

“However, with Q=FFP, shifts the problem only from definition of Quality to the definition of 
Purpose. What is fitness for purpose? In an article published in Assessment and Evaluation in 

Education (Harvey and Green, 1993), Green and his colleague Harvey, after a thorough analysis 
of the various concepts, conclude: "First, quality means different things to different people. 

Second, quality is relative to processes or outcomes" This conclusion fits the idea that quality is in 
the eyes of the beholder.” 1    

 

    But not only the purpose of HEIs and their correspondent procedures of achieving it on one 

hand, and the stakeholders on the other, will influence how the quality will be defined in higher 

education. Vroeijenstijn adds two other factors that worth being considered in clarifying what is quality 

and formulating quality requirements: the focus of quality on input, process or outcomes; people’s 

concept of higher education which embeds specific expectations from higher education that, 

consequently, will be reflected into the quality requirements.  

 Based on Woodhouse and Vroeijenstijn contribution regarding approaches to quality, this paper 

will use fitness for purpose as standpoint to address the quality requirements as they follow from the 

S&G keeping in mind also the factors influencing the quality requirements.  

 

 

                                                           
1
 Vroeijenstijn, T.op.cit, p4 
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The contribution of Standards and Guidelines  

to the Lisbon goal  

 

S&G1 was initiated and designed by the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher 

Education (hereafter ENQA) in collaboration with other relevant organizations in the higher education 

field (EUA2, ESIB3, and EURASHE4). The aim of the report is to develop a set of guidelines and standards 

for QA in the European Higher Education Area (hereafter EHEA) as it is mentioned in the Forward of the 

report.  

 

“The standards and guidelines are designed to be applicable to all higher education institutions 
and quality assurance agencies in Europe, irrespective of their structure, function and size, and 

the national system in which they are located.”5  

 
 

S&G report contains three parts: the first two are addressing QA within higher education 

institutions (hereafter HEIs), referring both to internal (first part) and external (second part) quality 

assurance requirements; the third part presents the European standards for quality assurance within 

agencies. 

     From the six strategic lines of the Lisbon Strategy that were presented in the first section of this 

paper, some are strongly supported through the entire report (which is the case for employability), others 

have a few references in specific sections while the rest of them are not addressed at all, neither 

explicitly, nor implicitly. 

 Through the quality requirements it contains, S&G brings its major support in the account of 

employability, achieving the Lisbon goal by steering higher education institutions to tackle the 

mismatches between the available jobs on the labour market and the required skills to fill in these jobs. 

There are several quality requirements for HEIs able to support the major employability goal.  

First, the report identifies the stakeholders of higher education and shoulder HEIs with the 

responsibility to integrate them and their input into the quality assurance process: students, labour 

market representatives in general, employees in particular and society as standing for the general 

interest in a broad sense. Although society in general is mentioned as a stakeholder and “the interest of 

society in the quality and standards of higher education needs to be safeguarded6”, the stress of the 

report is on the HEIs’ role in staying connected to their students on one hand and with the labour market 

                                                           
1
 European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (2005) Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the 

European Higher Education Area, Helsinki, http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso, 17:00 
2
 European University Association, http://www.eua.be/Home.aspx, 13th December, 2011 

3
 European Student Union, http://www.esib.org/, 13th December, 2011 

4
 European Association of Institutions in Higher Education, http://www.eurashe.eu/, 13th December, 2011 

5
 EAQHE,op.cit, p12 

6
 Ibidem, p14 

http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso
http://www.eua.be/Home.aspx
http://www.esib.org/
http://www.eurashe.eu/
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actors on the other. According to the report, students should be involved into the internal quality 

assurance both in planning the strategy, policy and procedures for quality assurance, but also in the 

implementation stage; "the quality of academic programmes needs to be developed and improved for 

students and other beneficiaries”, students’ interest should be considered and respected, they should be 

informed and participate in quality assurance activities. Moreover, "the interests of students and other 

stakeholders such as labour market representatives should be at the forefront of external quality 

assurance process.1" It is also the case of the labour market representatives to be part of the quality 

assurance both in the case of the internal and external quality assurance.  

Stakeholders’ interest may be divergent but HEI, on the principle of their autonomy, have the 

ability to negotiate between contradictory interests based on one of the essential principles of the report: 

“the central importance of institutional autonomy, tempered by a recognition that brings with it heavy 

responsibilities.”2 The identification of the stakeholders, but also the requirements to have them involved 

in the quality assurance process represents an important step for higher education in connecting and 

updating itself to the labour market requirements and then to students’ needs and expectations in order 

to satisfy their students and feed the employers with the necessary labour force. 

Second, not only that the two main stakeholder categories become a relevant part of the quality 

assurance, but HEIs have the responsibility to remain accountable to their stakeholders, assuring the 

transparency of their procedures and their results. Therefore, the identification of the stakeholders that 

HEIs should take into consideration, the designation of their role into the quality assurance and the 

permanent relation of accountability towards their stakeholders all link HEI with their students and labour 

market and makes possible to increase the employment rate by providing the labour market the 

competent students that the employers need.      

Third, the focus of quality in the S&G report is on the output, an approach that stresses the 

primacy of the results and not the transformation process in itself. It must be mentioned that, the 

approach to quality as output is in the first place meant to respect and protect the diversity of the HEIs in 

the EHEA. Although the report includes also procedural matters, S&G states explicitly its preferences for 

generic principles and quality as outcome.      

 
“The generic standards ought to find a general resonance at the national level of most signatory 

states. However, one consequence of the generic principle is that the standards and guidelines 
focus more on what should be done than how they should be achieved.”3 

 

So, how the standards and guidelines should be reached falls under the responsibility of each 

HEI, as long as these threshold standards are met. Moreover, students’ achievements will also be 

measured based on the intended learning outcomes and other programme objectives; so again, the 

                                                           
1
 Ibidem, p16 

2
 Ibidem, p11 

3
 Idem. 
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quality of learning process is measured by looking at outcomes. The relevance of quality as outcomes for 

employment is based on the deduction that, if labour market and students are both representing their 

interest in the quality assurance in education through the role they have been given as stakeholders, and 

if both categories are interested in employment, then the learning outcomes are the best proof to show 

when the students are competent and ready for a job. If quality assurance would have been focused on 

the process of the student, or on the inputs, then there had not been any evidence for the stakeholders 

that the graduates are ready for the labour market.  

Moreover, two other mentions in the report indicate the strong relation that has to be built 

between student-HEI-labour market: first, employability of graduates is one of the indicators of the 

minimum criteria for the information system which shows the importance of monitoring the absorption of 

graduates on the labour market; second consistency requirements are made about student assessment 

and special attention is dedicated to the assessment issue due to its impact on students' future career. 

Thus, as the next quote from the report shows, assessment is one of the most important elements in 

higher education with repercussion on students’ future career: 

 

“The assessment of students is one of the most important elements of higher education. 
The outcomes of assessment have a profound effect on students’ future careers. It is 

therefore important that assessment is carried out professionally at all times and that it 

takes into account the extensive knowledge which exists about testing and examination 
processes.”1 

 
  In addition, employment opportunities become part of the recommended published information: 

“published information might also include the views and employment destinations of past students and 

the profile of the current student population.”2   

The report makes only very few references to tailored learning opportunities, as they were 

presented in the first section of this paper, and these are oriented not only towards students’ specific 

needs but also towards diverting HEIs modes of delivery for their services (full time, part-time, distance-

learning, e-learning) and types of higher education (academic, vocational, professional) in order to 

encompass more and more students and become more accessible for larger groups. 

In the Lisbon Strategy, the creation of a knowledge-based economy was an important strategic 

direction for the EU goal. For higher education, a knowledge-based economy entails both qualitative 

requirements (the preparation of high skilled people demands qualitative education) and quantitative 

requirements (deliver more and more high skilled people). The mere existence of S&G represents a 

statement that efforts are being made by international organizations (EUA, ESIB, EURASHE) to establish 

a set of quality criteria for the entire EHEA: “it must be emphasized that the report is no more than a first 

step in what is likely to be a long and possible arduous route to the establishment of a widely shared set 

                                                           
1
 EAQHE,op.cit, p18 

2
 Ibidem,  p20 
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of underpinning values, expectations and good practice in relation to quality and its assurance, by 

institutions and agencies across the EHEA.”1 In this regard, it can be affirmed that S&G contributes to the 

achievement of the Lisbon Strategy goal by proposing a set of quality requirements meant to improve the 

quality in higher education and hence the quality of graduates’ skills participating in the rise of a 

competitive knowledge-based economy.      

Moreover, by proposing a set of quality requirements for the entire EHEA and emphasizing the 

importance of transparency regarding the qualifications provided through higher education programmes 

and courses, S&G report addresses the issue of tuning the different education systems which represents 

a significant step in encouraging mobility, one of the aims identified of the Lisbon Strategy.   

Summarizing, the quality requirements in S&G report contributes to the achievement of the 

Lisbon goal by guiding HEIs towards an essential objective of the Lisbon strategy: employability. 

Tangential, tailored learning opportunities, knowledge-based economy and mobility are also tackled but 

obviously the number of quality requirements dedicated to them and also their intensity is far from 

reaching the level of effort allocated for supporting employability.  

S&G was issued in the context of the Lisbon Strategy to which the report makes reference in its 

text but the report contributes mostly to the Lisbon goal by directing and guiding HEIs to support 

employability. The reason why S&G report addresses particularly employability is related to the nature of 

the two analyzed document (Presidency Conclusion and S&G). First, the report can be situated at the 

implementation level, meant to guide HEI’s practice while Presidency Conclusions is positioned at the 

policy level, meant to articulate a vision, a strategy. In this regards, the difference between S&G and 

Presidency Conclusion might be compared with the difference between “doing” and “talking about doing” 

which might explain to some extent why S&G addresses the Lisbon goal mostly through employability. 

Moreover, S&G, as a document in the area of quality assurance, conceived to design criteria for a large 

variety of autonomous HEIs in different parts of the EHEA, can only propose minimum quality criteria that 

must be met. The fact that employment as an objective is present to a higher level than knowledge-

based economy, for example, reflects in my view that supporting employment is seen as being part of the 

minimum criteria for quality in HEIs while knowledge-based economy is not yet within the threshold 

criteria. In the end, in both documents, employability had a great importance and seems to be the most 

cherished objective at both policy and implementation level.  

 

                                                           
1
 Ibidem, p5, Foreword 
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Conclusion 

 

Tackle employability appears to be the major objective of the Lisbon Strategy and an instrument 

to support also social cohesion and the transition towards a dynamic knowledge-based economy. 

Through its quality requirements for higher education, S&G pays the same respect to employability. Thus, 

S&G quality requirements contribute to the achievement of the Lisbon goal by directing and guiding HEIs 

towards activities that can support employability in the EHEA. Connecting HEIs to their two main 

stakeholders (students and labour market) and integrating them both into the internal and external 

quality assurance, taking responsibility to remain accountable to its stakeholders and assuring the 

transparency of their procedures, focusing on the outcomes of the education process are all quality 

requirements that point towards the imperative of reducing unemployment.      

 

 

Broader perspectives 

    

At the EU policy level, employability represents a tremendous objective for higher education. The 

analyzed policy, Lisbon Strategy, is just an illustration of how powerful this objective is while S&G shows 

how this objective has significant effects on the quality requirements for higher education in the EHEA. 

Lisbon Strategy is not an isolated case of promoting employability in EHEA. In European Frameworks for 

Quality, Andree Sursock shows that Bologna process and Lisbon Strategy share their great emphasis to 

student’s employability. “The conflation of the two agendas holds the danger of looking narrowly at 

education and research as tools to achieve economic goals: this can constitute a missed opportunity for 

redefining them for the 21st century.” 1 Hence, further research may inquire how employability as major 

objective of the EU shapes the aim of higher education after the Lisbon Council, to what extent and in 

which direction the purpose of higher education has shifted under the influence of employability goal.  

Moreover, another perspective opened by the present paper is referring to different categories of 

stakeholders for higher education. As it was shown in the theoretical section, Quality in Higher Education, 

based on Vroeijenstijn, in education, there can be identified the following stakeholder categories: state, 

employers, academic world, students, parents, and society at large. Given the influence that the EU 

policy has on the national education systems after the Lisbon Council, and the relation between quality 

requirements and the EU objectives as it follows from this paper, a topic that may be inquired is to what 

extent can the EU, through its regulatory institutions for the field of education, be added among the 

stakeholders of education. 

                                                           
1
 Sursock, A. (2006). European Frameworks for Quality in EUA Bologna Handbook, Making Bologna Work, Berlin: Dr.Josef Raabe 

Verlags-GmbH, p3 
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